Rules for oral presentation.
The time for an oral report is 10 minutes with questions. View in zoom. We will send it closer to the date
of the performance.
Presentations should be prepared and sent to feb-2021@mail.ru and also to ecobaltica-2021@inbox.ru
Name of sending file is: “your abstractNo- Sect. No. Oral”
The deadline for presentation is December 10.

Rules for videopresentation
video presentation reports, which are presented in the form of a presentation of 6-7 slides with audio
accompaniment in English. The picture should be clear and the information should be well readable, and
the sound should be clear and loud. The video recording of the report should be made in the format:
*.avi, *.mkv or *.mp4 (no more than 300 MB in size). The video must be put to cloud storage (Dropbox,
Yandex disk, Google drive, etc.). Length videocollage no more than 10 minutes.
So, the prepared posters and video files should be sent to feb-2021@mail.ru and duplicate on
ecobaltica-2021@inbox.ru specify in the subject of the letter the form of the presentation
(videopresentation), the number of the section and the number of the report on the registration of the
abstract. Name of sending file is: “your abstract No- Sect. No. videopresentation”

Name of sending file is: “your abstractNo- Sect. No. Videopresentation”

The deadline for presentation is December 10.

Rules for the preparation of Posters for the poster section.
The poster should be filled in A1 format, measuring 594 (length) x 841 (height) mm. The poster
presentation should contain the following information in sequential order: The number of the report.
The name of the poster (necessarily coincides with the title of the submitted thesis from the Forum
program). Submission of the author and all co-authors (in the same order as in the submitted article
with the mention of organizations of addresses and countries, with the e-mail address of the author
representing). Affiliation(s) of the rest of the poster materials (purpose/ relevance of the study /
materials and methods of research / results , novelty and conclusions- required. All information,
including figures, tables - should be legible from a distance of 2-6 meters. At the end of the poster, if
space allows, you can put thanks. The authors should illustrate the results of their research by showing
graphs, photographs, diagrams and a small amount of text on the poster. Poster stands (pdf format)
should be sent to the Forum's e-mail no later than December 09. In the poster section, you will have 1 1.5 minutes of time to present your work using your poster. You can use your one poster slide sent to
the organizing committee in pdf format to illustrate your presentation, or you can use the prepared

materials in the form of pdf files in the amount necessary for a presentation of 1-1.5 minutes. After the
end of the report in the section, you will be able to ask questions and answer them. A personal online
presentation of your poster in ZOOM format is mandatory for all participants with poster presentations.
The participants of the video presentations section are present during the section via ZOOM and after
the end of the video presentations, the sections discuss the reports and choose the best one, this is
mandatory for participants with video presentations and the poster section.
So, the prepared A1 posters in electronic format should be prepared and sent to feb-2021@mail.ru and
duplicate on ecobaltica-2021@inbox.ru specify in the subject of the letter the form of the presentation,
the number of the section and the number of the report on the registration of the thesis.
Name of sending file is: “your abstractNo- Sect. No. Poster”

The deadline for presentation is December 10.

